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1. Introduction 

The idea of combining PV cells with thermal collector, which is the PV/T collector, has been around since 
the early 1960s. Until now, principal aspects of PV/T have been discussed in various scientific papers. Most 
of them concern experiments conducted outdoor. In order to succeed in implementation, however, there is 
still some work to be done for PV/T collectors. That is the basic mechanism of interaction between the PV 
cell and the thermal collector in the PV/T system does not seem to be well understood. In our previous 
outdoor tests [Yandri et al, 2010], thermal efficiency of PV/T system differed depending on the operation 

mode, i.e., PV/T-mode and T-mode. The thermal efficiency thη  as defined by Chow, et al [2007]: 
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= −  , where α , U  , outT , aT , and tI  are the loss coefficients, the water temperature at the 

collector exit, ambient temperature, and the total irradiation onto the PV/T system in a period monitored, 

respectively. According to the definition of thη , α  and ( )out aU T T−  terms are considered to be affected by 

the internal heating of PV cell. When there is a heating in the PV module, the apparent incident energy 

increases. This means that α becomes larger. In addition, ( )out aU T T−  terms is prone to be larger due to 

apparent increase in outT .  

Within the authors knowledge, no studies have specifically addressed on the topic above mentioned. Some 
previous studies give us clues. Sandness and Rekstad [2002] studied a PV/T collector using black plastic heat 
absorber and wall to wall channel filled with ceramic granulates. The heat carrier fluid was water and it was 
circulated at a single flow rate. Within the range of reduced temperatures from 0.0 to 0.016 m2C/W, the 
thermal efficiency of PV/T-mode was 10% lower than that of T-mode. Ito et al [2005] studied the 
performance of air collectors of three types; collector type I consisted of two PV modules connected in series 
under a glass cover, collector type II consisted of 10 amorphous silicon PV modules. The modules were 
connected in series in the space between a glass cover and a bottom plate at 1o tilted angle. The collector type 
III was a flat plate without PV modules. For the collector Type I, within the range of reduced temperatures 
from 0 to 0.02 m2K/W, the thermal efficiency of PV/T-mode was slightly higher than that of T-mode. Chow 
T. et al [2007] developed a prototype PV/T collector thermosyphon system made of aluminum alloy flat box. 
They compared performances of the closed-circuit (PV/T-mode) and the open circuit (T-mode) at 20o and 
38o tilted angle. For the reduced temperatures from -0.5 to 2 m2K/W, their results showed that the thermal 
efficiency for the closed-circuit is lower than that of the open circuit at incident angle considered. For the 
same operation mode, the case of 38o inclination, gave higher thermal efficiency than the case of 20o 
inclination. 
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For the thermal data, we put the thermocouple in the inlet position of water ( inT ), outlet position of water 

( outT ), in the middle position of thermal (T) absorber ( pvT ), then the indoor ( roomT ) and the outdoor 

temperatures ( aT ). For electrical data, we apply a variable resistor in order to be able to measure both closed 

circuit voltage ( V ) and open circuit ( ocV ), also current ( A ). The maximum power point is achieved for 30 ����

The analog output of PV was converted into digital using a analog to digital converter e-Front runners WE1C, 
both with the thermal outputs sent to GRAPHTEC midi LOGGER GL 220, which has 10 channels.  

We apply 2 different mass flow rate of water, m,  ie: 200 and 300 g/min and 3 different solar radiation, I , ie. 
1000, 700, and 400 W/m2.  

 

Fig.2. Experimental setup and measurement position 

3. Result and Discussion 

Fig.3 explains the differences of PV surface temperature, pvT , for Type I and Type II collector. It should be 
noted that, for collectors Type II, the experiment conducted a view days with fairly extreme weather change, 
so that the room temperature becomes less equal. For the mass flow rate 200 g/min (Fig.3a), pvT for Type I 
collector shows instability compared with the Type II collector. For mass flow rate 300 g/min 
(Fig.3b), pvT  is more stable for both type I and II collector. For the same flow rate, pvT  for 
the Type II collector is lower than Type I collector. However, pvT for the mass flow rate of 200 
g/min remained greater than 300 g/min for both types of collector.  In this case, the pvT  for the T-mode is 
slightly higher than pvT  for PV/T-mode, however,  the difference is greater for Type I collector, 
especially for solar radiation 1000 and 700W/m2.  

The effect of pvT  difference for two types collectors can be explained with temperature difference, TΔ , 
between the water outlet to the inlet water to and from the collector, as shown in Fig.4. For mass flow rate 
200 g/min (Fig. 4.a) and 300 g/min (Fig.4b), TΔ  for Type II collector is larger than the Type I collector. 
Especially for Type I collector, the only small different TΔ between PV/T-mode and T-mode happened for 
1000 W/m2 solar radiation. While, for the both mass flow rate and also for the 3 solar radiations, TΔ for Type 
II collector is relatively similar with small difference. 

As seen in Fig.5, it looks no significant differences in the electrical power output between the two Type I and 
Type II collector. However, they still make little difference to electrical power output of between 200 g/min 
with 300 g/min, especially for 1000 W/m2. 



 

 

 
Fig. 3. Comparing PV surface temperature ( pvT ), a). 200 g/min, b). 300 g/min 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
Fig. 4. Comparing inlet and outlet temperature different (�T), a). 200 g/min, b). 300 g/min 

 
 
 

 
Fig. 5. Comparing the electrical output power 

 



4. Conclusion 

So far, the experiment with two type of collector, two different flow rate and also 3 different solar radiation, 
shows the difference behaviour between the PV/T and T-mode. Comparing both collector, the Type I 
collector is more sensitive to change in parameters than the Type II collector. 
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